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ABSTRACT: Dihydrogenated boron clusters, H2Bn
− (n =

7−12), were produced and characterized using photo-
electron spectroscopy and computational chemistry to
have ladderlike structures terminated by a hydrogen atom
on each end. The two rows of boron atoms in the
dihydrides are bonded by delocalized three-, four-, or five-
center σ and π bonds. The π bonding patterns in these
boron nanoladders bear similarities to those in conjugated
alkenes: H2B7

−, H2B8, and H2B9
−, each with two π bonds,

are similar to butadiene, while H2B10
2−, H2B11

−, and H2B12,
each with three π bonds, are analogous to 1,3,5-hexatriene.
The boron cluster dihydrides can thus be considered as
polyene analogues, or “polyboroenes”. Long polyboroenes
with conjugated π bonds (analogous to polyacetylenes),
which may form a new class of molecular wires, should
exist.

Boron clusters have been found to possess two-dimensional
(2D) planar structures in which all of the peripheral atoms

are bonded by strong single B−B σ bonds and the inner boron
atoms interact with the periphery via delocalized σ and π bonds
for Bn clusters with n ≥ 7.1−4 The B8 and B9

− clusters have
perfect molecular wheel structures with one central atom,1

while the central atom in B7 is slightly out of plane because the
B6 ring is too small to host the B atom.5 The delocalized π
bonding is found to follow the Hückel rule for aromaticity, and
the concept of planar boron clusters as hydrocarbon analogues
has been proposed.1−3 In fact, the π bonding in every planar
boron cluster has been found to correspond to that of an
aromatic hydrocarbon.6−8 Negatively charged boron clusters
are known to be planar at least up to B21

−,9 whereas positively
charged clusters start to be three-dimensional (3D) at B16

+.10

The 2D-to-3D transition occurs at B20 for neutral clusters.11

The planar boron clusters are in stark contrast to bulk boron
and borane compounds, where cagelike 3D structures
dominate.12 Hydrogenation of the planar boron clusters is
expected to break the peripheral B−B σ bonds, leading to
structural transformation. Partially hydrogenated boron clusters
(BnHm, n > m) are expected to evolve into 3D borane-like
structures as a function of m. This 2D-to-3D structural
transition for B12Hm

+ clusters has been suggested to occur at
B12H6

+.13,14 An early theoretical study reported monohydro-
genated boron cluster cations (BnH

+, n = 1−13) to have
structures similar to the bare Bn

+ clusters.15 The first
dihydrogenated boron cluster studied computationally was
H2B7

−,16 which was found to have a two-row elongated

structure with two terminal H atoms, quite different from the
B7

− global-minimum structure.5 Its Au2B7
− auroanalogue was

experimentally characterized and found to have the same
structure as H2B7

−.17

Recently, a number of computational studies on hydro-
genated boron clusters have been reported.18−25 In addition to
having interesting structures and bonding properties, partially
hydrogenated boron clusters play important roles during
dehydrogenation of boron hydride hydrogen-storage materi-
als.20,21,26 Here we report the first experimental observation and
characterization of a series of dihydride boron clusters, H2Bn

−

(n = 7−12), which were found to possess ladderlike elongated
structures with two terminal H atoms. Chemical bonding
analyses showed that the π bonding patterns in the boron
cluster dihydrides are similar to those in conjugated alkenes,
and thus, they can be viewed as hydrocarbon analogues, or
“polyboroenes”. The polyboroenes and their auroanalogues
(Au2Bn) with conjugated π bonding form a new class of
molecular wires.
The experiments were carried out using a photoelectron

spectroscopy apparatus equipped with a laser-vaporization
supersonic cluster source.27 The boron hydride cluster anions
were produced by laser vaporization of an isotopically enriched
11B target with helium containing 5% D2 as the carrier gas.
Clusters with various compositions (BnDm

−) were formed in
the plasma reactions between the laser-vaporized boron and D2,
which was used instead of H2 for better mass separation.28

Under our experimental conditions, strong BnDm
− cluster

signals were produced for n ≥ 7 and m = 1 and 2. We found
that the photoelectron spectra of D2Bn

− were special, all with
vibrational resolution, as shown in Figure 1. Spectra at higher
photon energy (193 nm) are shown in Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information, where comparisons with theoretical
calculations are also shown. The vibrational resolution suggests
that all of the D2Bn

− clusters have relatively high symmetries
and that there are no significant differences in geometry
between the ground states of the anions and those of the
neutrals. In particular, the photoelectron spectrum of D2B7

−

(Figure 1A) is almost identical to that of Au2B7
−,17 indicating

their similar structures and confirming the previously reported
global-minimum structure of H2B7

−.16

We carried out theoretical calculations and found that the
global minima of the H2Bn

− clusters for n = 8−12 (Figure 2)
have ladder structures similar to that of H2B7

−.16,28 For odd n,
the two H atoms are in the cis position, whereas for even n, the
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two H atoms are in the trans position. Our calculated low-lying
structures for all of these species are given in the Figure S2. No
low-lying isomers within 5 kcal/mol of the global-minimum
ladder structures were found for n = 7,16 8, 10, and 11. One or
more low-lying isomers were found for n = 9 and 12, consistent
with the experimental observation that isomers were present in
these cluster beams (Figure S1). The calculated adiabatic

detachment energies (ADEs) and vertical detachment energies
(VDEs) for the global-minimum ladder structures are
compared with the experimental data in Table 1. Good
agreement between the calculated ADE/VDE and the
experimental data is observed. The ADEs of D2B8

− and
D2B12

− are low because their neutrals are closed-shell species
with large energy gaps between their lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals (LUMOs) and highest occupied molecular
orbitals (HOMOs), which were observed to be 1.63 and 1.47
eV for D2B8 and D2B12, respectively (Figure S1), suggesting
that they are highly stable neutral species. The neutral D2B10
ladder structure has a nearly degenerate closed-shell singlet
state and a triplet state with two unpaired electrons, in
agreement with the observed high ADE of D2B10

− and the small
energy gap between the first and second detachment transitions
(Figure 1D). This observation suggests that D2B10

2− should be
a stable closed-shell species, which will be used in the chemical
bonding analysis below. All of the odd-sized D2Bn

− clusters
have closed-shell electronic structures, giving rise to high ADEs,
except for D2B9

−. The relatively low ADE of D2B9
− suggests

that its HOMO is unstable, in agreement with the large
observed energy gap between the first and second detachment
transitions (Figure S1). In fact, the global-minimum structure
of D2B9

− is not perfectly planar, and the B9 ladder framework
has a slight out-of-plane twist, giving rise to C2 symmetry
(Figure 2). The broader vibrational line width in the
photoelectron spectrum of D2B9

− (Figure 1C) is consistent
with the excitation of a low-frequency vibrational mode,
because neutral D2B9 is planar with C2v symmetry (Figure
S3) and has a very low frequency bending mode. These
observations suggest that D2B9

+ should be a more stable closed-
shell planar species, which was confirmed by our calculations.
The simulated spectra using the calculated VDEs for the global-
minimum ladder structures are compared with the 193 nm
photoelectron spectra in Figure S1 for all of the dihydrides. The
overall agreement between the theoretical and experimental
data is excellent, lending considerable credence to the identified
ladderlike structures for the boron cluster dihydride anions.
The resolved vibrational information for the ground-state

transition provides additional support for the ladder structures
of the dihydride clusters. The observed vibrational frequencies
are compared with the calculated frequencies for the D2Bn
ground states in Table 1. The calculated vibrational frequencies
for the totally symmetric modes of the neutrals and the
corresponding normal mode assignments are given in Figure
S4. In each case, the active normal modes are consistent with

Figure 1. Photoelectron spectra of D2Bn
− (n = 7−12): (A) D2B7

− at
266 nm; (B) D2B8

− at 355 nm; (C) D2B9
− at 355 nm; (D) D2B10

− at
266 nm; (E) D2B11

− at 266 nm; (F) D2B12
− at 355 nm.

Figure 2. Optimized global-minimum structures for H2Bn
− (n = 7−

12).

Table 1. Observed and Calculated ADEs, VDEs, and Vibrational Frequencies for the Ground-State Photodetachment
Transitions of D2Bn

− (n = 7−12)

experimentala calculated

vib. freq. (cm−1) vib. freq. (cm−1)

ADE (eV) VDE (eV) ν1 ν2 ADE (eV) VDE (eV) ν1 ν2

D2B7
− (1A1, C2v)

b 3.49(3) 3.49(3) 1250(40) 620(40) 3.35 3.47 1323 609
D2B8

− (2Bu, C2h) 2.49(3) 2.56(3) 1230(50) 550(40) 2.60 2.75 1232 516
D2B9

− (1A, C2) 3.07(3) 3.15(3) 630(40) 2.92 3.04 636
D2B10

− (2Au, C2h) 3.24(3) 3.35(4) 3.44 3.57
D2B11

− (1A1, C2v) 3.89(3) 3.89(3) 550(40) 3.79 3.91 581
D2B12

− (2Ag, C2h) 2.87(3) 2.87(3) 680(40) 2.98 3.04 680

aNumbers in parentheses are the uncertainties in the last digits. bThe photoelectron spectra of H2B7
− were also measured. The measured and

calculated ADEs and VDEs were the same as those of D2B7
−. The corresponding measured vibrational frequencies for the ground state of H2B7 were

ν1 = 1350(40) cm−1 and ν2 = 720(40) cm−1, while the calculated values were ν1 = 1335 cm−1 and ν2 = 681 cm−1.
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the nature of the HOMO from which the electron is detached
(Figure S5) and the differences in the ground-state geometries
of the anion and the neutral (Figure S3).
We performed chemical bonding analyses of the boron

cluster dihydrides using the adaptive natural density partition-
ing (AdNDP) method.29,30 AdNDP is based on the concept
that electron pairs are the main elements of the chemical bonds.
It represents the molecular electronic structure in terms of n-
center two-electron (nc−2e) bonds, recovering the familiar
lone pairs (1c−2e) and localized 2c−2e bonds or delocalized
nc−2e bonds (3 ≤ n ≤ total number of atoms in the system).
Figure 3 shows the AdNDP results for H2B7

−, H2B8, H2B9
−,

H2B10
2−, H2B11

−, and H2B12 calculated using the Multiwfn
program.31 These charge states were chosen because the
AdNDP method can handle only closed-shell systems.29−31

The B−H bonds and the peripheral B−B bonds are described
mainly as 2c−2e localized σ bonds, except for a few cases where
some 3c−2e bonding character is also seen. The peripheral B−
B bonding is similar to that observed in all of the planar boron
clusters.1−9 The two rows of boron atoms in the ladder
structures are bonded via multicenter σ and π bonds. H2B7

−,
H2B8, and H2B9

−, each with two 4c−2e π bonds (four π
electrons), can be considered to be antiaromatic according to
the Hückel 4n rule. This bonding property in H2B7

− (or its
auroanalogue, Au2B7

−) has been compared with that in the
prototypical antiaromatic cyclobutadiene.16,17 H2B10

2−, H2B11
−,

and H2B12, each with three delocalized π bonds (six π
electrons), can be considered to be aromatic according to the
Hückel 4n + 2 rule. However, the elongated shapes of H2B10

2−,
H2B11

−, and H2B12 are not consistent with π aromaticity, which
usually leads to more circular structures in boron clusters1−9

and the recently discovered transition-metal-centered boron
clusters.32−34

We noticed that the π bonds in the dihydrides are delocalized
only over parts of the boron ladder frameworks, and they can
be viewed as π bonds between two pairs of boron atoms,
reminiscent of the π bonds in conjugated alkenes. The two π
orbitals in H2B7

−, H2B8, and H2B9
− are compared with those of

butadiene in Figure 4A, and the three π orbitals of H2B10
2−,

H2B11
−, and H2B12 are compared with those of 1,3,5-hexatriene

in Figure 4B. This similarity in π bonding suggests that the
boron cluster dihydrides should be considered more appropri-
ately as analogues of polyenes and thus may be called
“polyboroenes”. In particular, each pair of boron atoms in
H2B8 and H2B12 can be viewed as contributing one π electron

to form a 4c−2e π bond with the adjacent B2 pair in each B4
unit, while there is a delocalized 4c−2e σ bond between two B4
units in H2B8 and H2B12. We think that it is this perfect
alternating 4c−2e π and 4c−2e σ bonding pattern in H2B8 and
H2B12 that contributes to their high electronic stability and the
large HOMO−LUMO gap in these two dihydrides. Similar π
and σ bonding patterns are expected to exist in all of the
H(B4)xH dihydrides (x = 1, 2, 3, ...), which should form a series
similar to polyacetylenes, H(CHCH)xH.
On the bases of the stable closed-shell H2B7

−, H2B10
2−, and

H2B9
+ species, there should also exist three similar series of

charged dihydride polyboroenes, [H2(B4)xB3]
−, [H2(B4)xB2]

2−,
and [H2(B4)xB]

+. Since Au has been found to behave like a
hydrogen atom to form covalent bonds,35,36 such as those
found in Au2B7

−,17 it is expected that the auroanalogues (or
auropolyboroenes) Au2(B4)x, [Au2(B4)xB3]

−, [Au2(B4)xB2]
2−,

and [Au2(B4)xB]
+ should also be highly stable molecular

species. The polyboroenes or auropolyboroenes may be
synthesized in the bulk or deposited on surfaces to give a
new family of molecular wires.
Photoelectron spectroscopy. The experiments were carried out

using a photoelectron spectroscopy apparatus equipped with a
laser-vaporization supersonic cluster source.27 The boron
hydride cluster anions were produced by laser vaporization of
an isotopically enriched 11B target (96%) with helium
containing 5% D2 as the carrier gas. Clusters with various
compositions (BnDm

−) were formed in the plasma reactions
between the laser-vaporized boron and D2, which was used
instead of H2 for better mass separation.

28 The nascent clusters
were entrained in the helium carrier gas and underwent a
supersonic expansion. Negatively charged clusters were
extracted from the cluster beam and subjected to a time-of-
flight mass analysis. The clusters of interest were mass-selected
and decelerated before being photodetached by a laser beam. In
the current study, three photon energies were used: 355 nm
(3.496 eV) and 266 nm (4.661 eV) from an Nd:YAG laser and
193 nm (6.424 eV) from an ArF excimer laser. Photoemitted
electrons were analyzed by a magnetic-bottle electron analyzer
with a kinetic energy resolution of ΔEk/Ek = 2.5% (i.e., 25 meV
for 1 eV electrons). The apparatus was calibrated using the
known photoelectron spectrum of Bi−.

Figure 3. Chemical bonding analyses using the AdNDP method: (A)
H2B7

−; (B) H2B8; (C) H2B9
−; (D) H2B10

2−; (E) H2B11
−; (F) H2B12.

Figure 4. Comparison of the π molecular orbitals of the boron cluster
dihydrides with those of conjugated alkenes: (A) π orbitals of H2B7

−,
H2B8, H2B9

−, and butadiene (C4H6); (B) π orbitals of H2B10
2−,

H2B11
−, H2B12, and 1,3,5-hexatriene (C6H8).
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Computational methods. The search for the global minima of
H2Bn

− (8 ≤ n ≤ 12) was performed using the simulated
annealing algorithm.37 Up to 2000 structures were initially
optimized using the PBE0 hybrid density functional38−40 and
the 3-21G basis set41 as implemented in the Gaussian 09
program.42 The low-energy structures revealed by the initial
screening (ΔE < 50 kcal/mol) were further reoptimized at the
PBE0/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.43−45 The theoretical
ADEs and VDEs for the global-minimum structures and
competing low-lying isomers were calculated at the same level
of theory. For the vibrational assignments of the experimental
spectra, frequency calculations were performed for the
corresponding D2Bn

−/0 (7 ≤ n ≤ 12) species. Chemical
bonding analyses of the clusters were performed using the
AdNDP method29,30 as implemented in the Multiwfn 2.4
program.31 GaussView 4.1.2 was used for MO visualization.46
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